
CGI : CANADIAN NATURAL GAS INDEX

BACKGROUND FACTS ON CANADIAN NATURAL GAS 

1. Critically important to both Canadian domestic marketplace and the mas-
sive US market. Is the largest foreign source of gas to the US.
2.    Canadian gas accounts for approximately 20% of total North American 
production, and of that, roughly 80% is produced in Alberta.   
3.    Until now there was no way to participate direcly as a “pure play” into  
the Canadian natural gas commodity.  
4.     As the cleanest burning fossil fuel, and easy to transport, it is one of the 
most important commodities given its value spanning residential, commer-
cial, and industrial uses.
5.    It is a key fuel in the extraction process for the Canadian Oil Sands and in 
the generation of Electricity.

A CANADIAN-BRANDED BENCHMARK: THE CGITM 

The Canadian Gas Index (CGI) “Reference Price” represents a simple, transparent and liquid 
benchmark price for natural gas that is produced in Canada.  The CGI Excess Return Index reflects 
the returns that an investor would expect to receive from holding and rolling the contracts that 
comprise the CGI.

KEY POINTS ABOUT THE CGI
1.     Priced in USD per mmBTU, for gas for delivery on the TransCanada 
Mainline (AECO/NIT) in Alberta.
2.     Accurately reflects the commodity price, risk and volatility of Canadian 
natural gas. 
3.     The price of CGI regularly disconnects from Henry Hub. See Chart 2. 
4.     CGI  represents a rolling 3 month exposure to take advantage of liquidity 
and minimize transaction costs.

WHY THE CGI MATTERS
1.  Until now, there is no way for non-wholesale investors to identify and 
use investment products that participate dirtectly in Canadian natural gas.
2.     CGI trades at a discount (Chart 1), is more volatile (Table 1), and has a 
highly variable correlation to benchmarks creating trading opportunities.
3. The CGI can be used to identify opportunities to speculate outright on the 
price of Canadian natural gas or in conjunction with the HenryHub (US gas) 
to put on a spread trade which could represent the differential between the 
two. See Chart 2. 
4.    The CGI can be licensed to create exchange traded products which will 
track the unique price of Canadian natural gas. 

Table 1 : The CGI is more volatile than Nymex Henry Hub. 

CGI Henry Hub (Nymex Gas)

Volatility 42% 40%

DISCLAIMER The Canadian Natural Gas Index  (the “Index”) is calculated by NYSE or its affiliates (“NYSE”). Any product which tracks or is based on the Index, is not issued, sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by NYSE, and NYSE makes no representation 
regarding the advisability of investing in such product. NYSE makes no express or implied warranties, and hereby expressly disclaims all warranties of merchant ability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to the Canadian Natural Gas Index™ Index or 
any data included herein. In no event shall NYSE have any liability for any special, punitive, indirect, or consequential damages (including lost profits), even if notified of the possibility of such damages. 

For Index licensing and other opportunities, please con-
tact info@auspicecapital.com or call 1-888-792-9291
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NYSE CDNGAS Trackdata CDNGAS

Bloomberg CDNGAS:IND Factset CDNGAS-PSE

Reuters .CDNGAS Telekurs CDNGAS

TradeStation $CDNGAS Activ Financial =CDNGAS.NGI

Sunguard CDNGAS SIX Financial CDNGAS

DTN CDNGAS.X Thompson One CDNGAS-P
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Chart 3: CGI correlation is highly variable to HH.

Chart 1: CGI currently trades at a discount. 
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Chart 2: The differential between CGI and HH is volatile.
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